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This week, I am challenging Floridians to show their love for law enforcement through our Hearts
4 Heroes Challenge. The challenge is a simple way to show appreciation for those who risk their
safety to protect ours.
To participate, simply record a video, take a photograph or snap a selfie of an act of
kindness—or giving of a small gesture—for an officer and post on Twitter using the hashtag
#Hearts4HeroesChallenge. It can be as easy as giving a smile and a handshake or saying thank
you for their service to show appreciation. Along with the post, I recommend tagging a friend to
keep the challenge going.

I began the Hearts 4 Heroes Challenge during my visit to the Lake County Sheriff’s Office by
thanking the LCSO deputies and officers of the Lady Lake Police Department for their service
and giving out candied conversation hearts.

Our law enforcement officers put their lives at risk daily and along with their noble profession,
comes a great deal of stress. With the rise in fallen officers nationwide over the past few years, I
want Florida to continue showing support for our brave law enforcement heroes.

The more people who participate in this challenge, the more our law enforcement heroes will feel
loved and appreciated. So now through the end of the month, take a moment to join our
challenge and do something nice for an officer in your community. To keep up with all the posts,
search #Hearts4HeroesChallenge on Twitter. By supporting our law enforcement officers, you
can help us build a Stronger, Safer Florida.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eciOMZ1mLw8
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